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 Background: At present scenario, the frequent and the most fundamental component 
in low power processor design is Arithmetic and Logic Unit (ALU). Further Power 
utilization due to clock gated ALU can be noteworthy in high performance systems. In 

general functionality of the ALU’s is a mixture of arithmetic and logic operations 

which are realized by means of combinational circuits. In attendance to two high-speed 
and low-power ALU cells designed with an unconventional internal logic structure, 

CMOS bootstrapped dynamic logic, latch free, latch based and pass-transistor logic 

styles that lead to have a reduced power-delay product (PDP) and total power 

utilization. Objective: This paper deals with the design of ALU Clock Gating circuits 

then its Low Power Arithmetic and Logic Unit that has been developed as part of low 

power processor design.  Results: The comparison among all the ALU and its clocking 
circuits are reported as having a low PDP, in stipulations of power delay product and 

power consumption. The proposed logic style improves switching speed by boosting 

the gate source voltage of transistors along timing-critical signal paths. Conclusion: 
The proposed method outperforms the conventional counterparts in terms of power 

consumption and PDF. This style helps to minimizes power operating cost by allowing 
a single boosting circuit to be shared by complementary outputs. Post-layout 

simulations show that the proposed ALU’s outperform existing counterparts. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

Power consumption is one of the majority requirement features for modern electronic systems designed for 

high-end processors and/or portable applications. Besides, growing market segment of handy electronic devices 

hassle the ease of use low-power building blocks for long-lasting battery-operated systems. In contrast, the 

wide-ranging trend of growing operating frequencies and circuit complexity, consecutively to deal with the 

throughput needed in modern high-performance processing applications for high end processors. The power-

delay product (PDP) metric relates the quantity of energy used up throughout the recognition of a firm task, and 

stands as the more fair performance metric when comparing optimizations of a module designed and 

experienced using special technologies, operating frequencies, and scenarios. Arithmetic and logical operation is 

a primary arithmetic operation that is broadly used in many VLSI systems, such as application-specific digital 

signal processing (DSP) architectures and microprocessors. This module which performs this operation is 

Arithmetic and logical unit (ALU) which is the core part of many arithmetic operations such as 

addition/subtraction, multiplication, division and address generation. At its core is the Arithmetic logic unit 

(ALU) with 8 inputs, which can implement a full 6-input LUT (6-LUT) or select 7-input functions. (A. M. 

Shams and M. Bayoumi, May 1999.,A.M.Shams, T.K.Darwish, and M.Bayoumi, Feb. 2002.,D. Radhakrishnan, 

Jun 2010., K. M. Chu and D. Pulfrey, Aug. 1987). 

The ALU can also be efficiently partitioned into independent less significant LUTs, provided that the 

concert benefit of larger LUTs and the area utilization of smaller LUTs Energy-efficiency is one of the most 

required features for modern electronic systems designed for high-performance and/or portable applications. 

The portable devices have motivated ever increasing concern on energy-efficient design. Since the energy 

consumption of contemporary digital CMOS circuits has been conventionally subjected by switching energy 

having quadratic dependence on supply voltage, voltage scaling is an efficient way to reduce the overall energy 

consumption of system-on-chip. In the intense case, circuits can be made to be operated in the sub-threshold 

region for maximum energy efficiency. Nevertheless, the advance is incomplete to be used in a low-end design, 
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where speed is a less important apprehension, because of severe speed degradation due to small switching 

current and high performance variability due to process, temperature, and threshold voltage variations. For 

medium and high-end designs, where speed concert and energy efficiency are both important, that much 

aggressive voltage scaling is not good enough, and as an alternative, a near-threshold voltage design is more 

suitable for achieving relatively high energy efficiency without severe speed degradation. By reducing the 

switching activity we will be able to reduce the power consumption and PDP factor in the design. This paper 

provides various clock gating techniques surveyed and the proposed schemes are discussed to overcome the 

drawback of the conventional counterparts. (C. Chang, J. Gu, and M. Zhang, Jun. 2005.) 

This paper is organized as follows. Section II presents conventional methodologies. Section III introduces 

the alternative method for power consumption and PDP Section IV explains the features comparison carried out 

to obtain the power and PDF for ALU architecture. Section V concludes this work. 

 

The major Reasons for Power Consumption Waste: 

1) Missed Global Clock Gating Opportunities 

2) Inefficient Design Implementation 

3) In Efficient Design Architecture 

4) Poor Local Register Enable Conditions 

5) Lack of a Power Gating Strategy 

All the problems are highlighted and various styles to overcome the tribulations are discussed in detail. 

 

Existing Methodologies: 

Swing restored complementary pass-transistor logic (SR-CPL): 

The generic SR-CPL gate consists of two main, a complimentary output pass transistor logic network that is 

constructive of n-channel devices and a latch-type swing restoring consists of two cross coupled CMOS 

inverter. The gate inputs are of two types: pass variables that are connected to the drain of logic network 

transistor and control variables that are connected to the gates of the transistor. The logic network has the ability 

to implement any random Boolean function.  The complementary outputs of the pass transistor logic network 

are restored to the full swing by the swing restoration circuit. This logic has experimented in ALU design. (As 

shown in Fig.1).Due to the complexity in the architecture this design exhibits high power consumption and large 

PDP.It in turn overcome by making use of various logic styles such as complementary pass transistor logic and 

boot strapping methodologies. The high switching activities increase the power consumption of the circuit it has 

been overcome by other conventional architectures (Kalarikkal Absel, Lijo Manuel, and R. K. Kavitha, 

Member, September 2013., K. Yano, K. Yano, T. Yamanaka, T. Nishida, M. Saito, K. Shimohi gashi, and A. 

Shimizu “.Apr. 1990) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

Fig. 1: Conventional CMOS-ALU Circuits Using Swing Restored CPL 
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Complementary pass-transistor logic (CPL): 

The tender of CPL is tumbling parasitic capacitance by getting rid of so many P-MOS devices in CMOS 

and usage of additional n-MOS pass transistors, with the added complication in turn increase the activity of the  

signal and the complement each input which provides the output (which drives to the next stage). (As shown in 

Fig.2) Output levels will be valid only for a assured period of time when a Static logic circuit retains its output 

level as long as if it depends on the power factor, this functionality of the design has experimentally analyzed in 

ALU design. The power consumption of this design is due to unwanted switching activity of data node .(K. M. 

Chu and D. Pulfrey, Aug. 1987., K. Yano, K. Yano, T. Yamanaka, T. Nishida, M. Saito, K.Shimohi gashi, and 

A. Shimizu “.Apr. 1990) 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 2: Conventional Digital CMOS-ALU Using Complementary Pass Transistor Logic. 

 

Bootstrapping: 

Bootstrapping (As shown in Fig.3 and Fig.3.1) is the method that is occasionally used to charge up the gate 

terminal of the transistor to a voltage higher than Vdd when that transistor has to drive a line to the full Vdd. In 

the left part of the design NMOS bootstrap driver often used in memory circuits to drive a highly capacitive 

word line When Vin = high, M1 is on holding Vout low while M3 charges Vx to Vdd – Vt. Thus, Cboot is charged 

to Vdd – Vt, VOL, When Vin goes low, turning M1 off, M2 starts charging Vout high. 

 

 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 

Fig. 3: Conventional digital circuits using Bootstrapping logic 
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Fig. 3.1: Conventional digital CMOS-ALU circuits using Bootstrapping logic 

 

If Cboot > Cs, the increase in Vout is “Booted” to Vx, raising the voltage at Vx to well higher than Vdd. It is 

desired to obtain Vx > Vdd + Vt in order to keep M2 linear, in order to allow Vout to be charged fully to Vdd. 

Parasitic capacitor Cs bleeds some of the charge off Cboot limiting the max voltage on Vx(charging coupling 

eq.)At left Cboot is implemented with a transistor having source tied to drain.With respect to above two designs, 

the bootstrap model which outperforms some of the parameters but it shows in variation in energy delay product 

and PDP. Poor Local Register Enable Condition and Lack of a Gating Strategy would be one of the drawbacks 

for high power consumption and larger PDP.It has been overcome by making use of special handing techniques 

such latch free, latch based and domino based logic styles. Merits and demerits of this design have listed below. 

 

Proposed Method: 

In order to overcome the large power consumption in conventional architectures the proposed counterparts 

plays a major role in reducing the switching activity of data  .This power consumption varies according to the 

changes in the capacitive load that the DUT offers at the inputs. In addition, the energy requisite to charge and 

discharge the DUT internal nodes when the unit has no direct power supply connections (as for the case of pass-

transistor logic styles), comes through these inverters connected at the DUT inputs. The proposed 

methodologies are discussed which shows lesser PDP and utilization of power consumption. 

 

Latch Based and Latch Free Clock Gating Circuit: 
The latch-based clock gating style adds a level-sensitive latch to the design to hold the enable signal from 

the active edge of the clock until the inactive edge of the clock, making it unnecessary transition for the circuit to 

itself enforce that requirement as shown in Fig.4. Since the latch captures the state of the enable signal and holds 

it until the complete clock pulse has been generated, the enable signal need only be stable around the rising edge 

of the clock. Using this technique, only one input of the gate that turns the clock on and off changes at a time, 

ensuring that the circuit is free from any glitches or spikes on the output. 

The latch based design also allows a very natural and safe clock gating methodology as shown in the Fig.4.it 

shows a simple and safe way of generating enable signals for clock gating. This method gives glitch free clock 

signals without adding of memory elements, as it is needed with D-flip-flop clock gating. It performs nicely the 

time borrowing and seems to analyze correctly the clocks for speed optimization .to ensure a glitch free clock, 

this AND gate has to be placed .This can be easily done manually by placing these AND gates in a separate level 

of hierarchy. With latch based design, the clock skew problem becomes relevant only when it value is close to 

the non-overlapping of the clock. It in turn increase the power consumption of the circuit than latch free based 

design because Using simple gates, latch free circuits can be designed as shown in Fig.5.(M. Suzuki, M. Suzuki, 

N. Ohkubo, T. Shinbo, T. Yamanaka, A. Shimizu, K. Sasaki, and Y. Nakagome, Nov. 1993. N. Weste and 

K.Eshraghian, Principles of CMOS VLSI Design, April, 1988). In this circuit the operation of EN signal should 

be set 1 for all active edges to avoid truncate. If enable signal terms to be zero in between the clock pulse will 

make the  gated clock ended before his life time This constraint makes the latch-free clock gating style 

inappropriate than latch based design. Using simple gates latch free circuits can be designed. For operation EN 
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signal should be set 1 for all active edges to avoid truncate. This restriction makes the latch-free clock gating 

style inappropriate for single- clock flip-flop based design. Due to the complexity in the architecture this design 

exhibits high power consumption and large PDP.It in turn overcome by making use of various logic styles such 

as complementary pass transistor logic and boot strapping methodologies. The high switching activity increase 

the power consumption of the circuit 
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EN

CLK
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Fig. 4: Latched clock gating based ALU 

    

                      
Fig. 5: Latch free clock gating circuit  

 

Dynamic Logic: 

Dynamic based domino logic is extensively used in many applications to attain high performance, which 

cannot be achieved with static logic styles. Nevertheless, the most important downside of dynamic logic families 

is that they are more susceptible to noise than static logic families. On the other hand, as the technology scales 

down, the supply voltage is reduced for low power, and the threshold voltage (Vth) is also scaled down to 

achieve high performance. Since dropping the threshold voltage exponentially increases the sub threshold 

leakage current, cutback of leakage current and improving noise immunity are of most important apprehension 

in robust and high-performance designs in recent technology generations, mainly for wide fan-in dynamic gates 

Dynamic logic is normally done with charging and selectively discharging Capacitance (i.e. capacitive circuit 

nodes). (As shown in Fig.6). 

(N. Zhuang and H. Wu, May 1992) Precharge clock to charge the capacitance. Evaluate clock to discharge 

the capacitance depending on condition of logic inputs recompense over static logic, which Avoids duplicating 

logic twice as both N-tree and P-tree, as in standard CMOS and usually can be used in very high concert 

applications, Very uncomplicated sequential memory circuits, amenable to synchronous logic with High density 

achievable module that Consumes less power (in some cases).As it involves dynamic design the ALU 

implementation which has overcome the all the setbacks of the existing design  

 

 
Fig. 6: Conventional digital CMOS circuits using Domino logic 
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Results: 

Performance Comparison with Competing Techniques: 

ALU’s in CMOS, CPL, BPL, Domino and SP-CPL were constructed and simulated in the cascaded 

conditions. The worst case waveforms for each of the ALU’s are recorded, CMOS and CPL has slow speed and 

over power consumption. The main reason for this poor performance is due to inefficient CMOS and CPL 

network which leads to higher transistor count, larger gate area and larger input capacitance due to the poor 

drivability of the PMOS transistor. SRPL and BPL has good speed concert. The replicated condition of each 

SRPL circuit within the ALU’s fans out to only two other likewise sized circuits. This implies relatively light 

loading status, much less than the usual CMOS stage ratio of 3.5 or 4. It is significant to note that this 

circumstance is not restricted to the simulated case. Low fan-out is a very common occurrence in the design of 

VLSI circuits, particularly in data paths. In such conditions, it makes sense to attach to pass transistor network 

output to the gate output and to restore the swing with the cross coupled pair of inverters. (Synopsys, San Jose, 

CA,, Dec. 2007).He initial rise in voltage cause by the pass network output takes the gate output voltage and a 

good margin above the Vth of the transistors of the following gate, speedily setting up the correct logical path. 

Also because of the comparatively light loading situation, the inversion of the latch is faster, and so the 

latch/network ratio can be made slightly larger. Thus a good pull time through the prior set up logical path of 

following gate is achieved.  SRPL and BPL has the lowest power utilization and the lowest power delay product 

of the different techniques.  The major cause for the low power of the low transistor count and the low input 

capacitance. Also, the fast inversion action the latch quickly cuts off any dc path through pass network. Domino 

logic which in turns overcome the drawbacks of power consumption of the circuit, apart from this latch based 

and latch free circuits are also simulated which has shown in the comparison Table.1 

(Synopsys, San Jose, CA, Mar. 2008, S.Agarwal, V.K.Pavankumar, and R.Yokesh, Jan. 2008) Power 

dissipated at the internal node of the transistor, which includes the dynamic power used up on local stage CLK 

processing, power on the dynamic nodes, and the static leakage power. Comparison on Power delay product 

(PDP) and power consumption of various conventional logic styles for ALU design has analysed as shown in 

the Table 1. Besides the complete analysis has made and all designs have been optimized using the methods 

specified in (Kalarikkal Absel, Lijo Manuel, and R. K. Kavitha, Member, September 2013). The results show 

that the proposed dynamic domino logic has lowest PDP and power consumption among the group.  

     Power dissipation is mainly due to switching power, short-circuit and leakage power (Synopsys, San Jose, 

CA, Mar. 2008).     

 

Power= Pswitching+Pshortcircuit+Pleakage                (1)  

 

Switching Activity Factor: α 

If the signal is a clock, α = 1 then If the signal switches once per cycle, α = ½.besides For Dynamic gates: 

switch is either 0 or 2 times per cycle, α = ½ and for the Static gates: depending on design, but typically α = 0.1 

 

Pswitching = α .f.Ceff .Vdd
2
                                                    (2) 

 

Where α is the probability of a signal transition with in clock period,ceff indicates the effective capacitance 

is the clock frequency and Vdd is the power supply voltage. Short-circuit power occurred when there is a 

transition between VDD and GND occurs 

 

Pshortcircuit = Isc .Vdd.f                                               (3)  

                                

Pleakage = f (Vdd, Vth, W/L)                                      (4)  

 

Power consumption has calculated following this formula as shown in the Table 1.     

 

                    (5) 

 

Where Vdd is the supply voltage, Idd is the supply current, and T is the period.Isc the short circuit current and f 

indicates the frequency. As the static power, dissipation is reduced by controlling the switching activity of the 

transistor. The power comparison for various styles due to switching activity has shown in Fig.7. The proposed 

design is the best (i.e., least amount) than over all conventional methods. For most of the clock and data patterns 

the proposed method has the finest power-delay product among the various CG methods. (S.Agarwal, 

V.K.Pavankumar, and R.Yokesh,, Jan. 2008, S.Abdollahi, F.Fallah, and M.Pedram, Feb. 2004, W. Huang et al, 
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July 2006). In particular data changes with respect to clock edge, the modified proposed method is the most 

attractive choice. Fig.7.Shows the various PDP (p*t) for the conventional and proposed method.  

 
Table I: Comparison of Logic Styles with Domino Logic 

Circuits Power 
(w) 

PDP(power delay product) w/s  

CPL 8.3860e-003 16.83 

SR-CPL 3.8677e-003 3.876 

BDL 7.3085e-004 36.54 

Domino 1.305e-007 5.22 

Latch free 9.2360 e-003 23.7293 

Latch based 5.27318 e003 36.9532 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

Fig. 7: Comparison of Logic Style Vs Power and Logic Style Vs PDP 

 

This chart shows power and delay of various logic styles. (shown in Fig.7). 

 

Conclusion: 

An unconventional internal logic structure for designing ALU’s cells was introduced and the novel CMOS 

differential logic style with voltage boosting has been described In order to exhibit its advantages, two ALU’s 

were built in combination with pass-transistor, BDL,Latch free and latch based CPL powerless/groundless logic 

styles. Are designed with CMOS technology, simulated and compared against other energy-efficient ALU’s and 

clocking circuits has reported in the Table I. The power utilization for the proposed dynamic based Domino 

method is lowered down PDP and power consumption which outperforms existing method in all aspects with 

respect to power, static current, dynamic current and energy delay product. Though the proposed method has 

high noise at the input node it has overcome by making of single edge and double edge triggering 

methodologies. 
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